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METEOR CRATER 
(FORMER[,¥ CAU,ED COON MOUNTAIN OR COON BU'l'TE) 

IN NORTHERN CENTRAL ARIZONA.* 

It affords me pleasure to attempt to descriLe briefly some of the 
features of Meteor Crater, Arizona, the origin of which I have been 
privileged to be chiefly instrumental in discovering. 

I shall subdivide my paper into six headings as follows: 
First. Topography and geology of the region immedi:~tely sur

rounding the crater. 
Second. Description of the main features of the crater itself, 

1i1cluding a description of the ejected rock fragments and of the two 
kinds of metamorphosed sandstone known to us as ''Variety A" and 
·'Variety E." 

Third. The kinds of meteoric iron and meteoric iron oxide 
found on the outside plain and among the ejected rock fragments 
on the outer slopes of the crater rim. 

Fourth. The kinds of meteoric material which have llL'Cn found 
to exist in the depths of the crater. 

Fifth. Conclusions. 
Sixth. What has become of the projectile? 

'l'OPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 

The topography immediately around the crater is that of a more 
or less level rocky plain with a very thin covering of soil. In places 
the soil is entirely abse11t, ·owing largely to the violent wi1;ds which 
prevail at certain seasons of the year. There arc no trees on this 
plain except many stunted cedars on a rather large arc·a,. several 
miles to the south, and except a sparse growth of cottonwoods and 
walnuts along the water courses. The water flows in torrents 
through the r]('('p box canyons in the flood season, hut for the rest 
of the year thne is little or no water in them, owing to the lack of 
rain. The slightly rolling plain is spa rsely covered l.Jy the usual sage 
brush and grass characteristic of this desert region. Portions of the 
plain, as in the case of the exact location of the crater, were covered 
at the time it was made, prol.JaLly in historical times, as now, by a 
thin bed of pnrplish red sandstone having in places a shaly structure. 
'l'his stratum of sandstone, like all the undisturberl strata underneath 
it, is horizontal. Other portions of the plain, especially to the west
ward of the crater, are marked by the outcroppings of the uppermost 
layers of the underlying Aubrey (Carboniferous) limestone, wh ich is 
well shown not only in the crater walls, but in the neighboring gorge 
of Canyon Diablo, two and one-half miles distant to the west. 
Dotted here and there over the plain, as accidents of erosion, an_ 
~1any small, isolated buttes of the purplish red sandstone showing 
1he cont-act bet-ween it and the limestone. There are no eruptive 
rocks of any sort nearer than Sunset Mountain some nine miles 
tl istant. This is formed by an old volcano ancl the lava which flowed 
from it. To the northwest and west some forty odd miles are the 
San Francisco Mountains, with their numerous craters anJ the great 

*This paper was read before the N atioual Academy :~f ScicJtccs 
N m'clltiJcr r6th, 1909. 



flows of lava wh ich poured out from them over the surrounding area 
of level scdimentarv rocks. 

The rocks with ~hich we are immediately concerned are, generally 
speaking, the Grand Canyon series, and are as follows: First, some 
40 or so feet of the purplish red shaly sandstone above referred to. 
Underneath this 250 to 300 feet of a yellowish gray, arenaceous lime
stone. Underneath this there is a stratum of about 1000 feet in 
thickness (as nearly as we can estimate it) of what we know as the 
white or gray saccharoida! sandstone, in places cro~s bedded. This 
stratum is beautifully shown in the walls of the Grand Canyon of the 
Colorado some 70 miles distant, and is known there as the White 
\Nail or Cross Bedded sandstone. 

As at the Grand Canyon this white or gray sandstone is under
laid by a dark red sandstone stratum, known as the Red Beds or the 
Red Sands, of about one thousand feet in thickness at the Grand 
Canyon and of unknown thickness at Meteor Crater. 

One point to which I wish particularly to call attention is that we 
know from our drilling and from the ejected rock fragments that 
the lower two hundred feet of the white or gray saccharoidal sand
stone (which for the greater part of its thickness is a sandstone 
which is singularly white and of exceptional purity) is largely com
posed of sand grains of yellowish, and finally immediately above the 
Red Beds of brownish red color. This point is of importance, as 
will be seen later. The whole stratum is a loose textured, incoherent 
sanristone, and this is particularly true, so far as we know, of its 
lower portions just referred to. 

With the much more compact Red Beds sandstone immediately 
underneath this stratum we are not immediately concerned, for no 
piece of this stratum has been thrown out to form a part of the 
great mass of ejected rock fragments comprising in a large measure 
the elevation formerly known as Coon Mountain or Coon Butte. 
Our drill, however, has penetrated these Red Beds in a number of 
places. I have with me samples of the drill cores and a complete log 
of all the drilling. This sandstone has been found to be in place, to 
be unaltered and to be occupying a horizontal position. These facts 
are indisputably shown by the cores brought up by the drill. In short 
it is. so far as we now know, practically certain that this Red Beds 
stratum was not particularly affected when the crater was made, 
certainly not to the extent of having been thrown out, violently dis
turbed. or having been metamorphosed. In my paper read before 
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia four years ago I 
made the mistake, owing to the similarity in color, of thinking that 
a portion of the Reel Beds had been thrown out. I now know that 
the brownish red fragments are from what we term the brown sand
stone, above referred to, which overlies the Red Beds. 

The drilling of some twenty five holes in the generally central 
portion of the floor of the crater has absolutely demonstrated the 
general correctness of the above statements. I should add that no 
piece of igneous or eruptive rock has been encountered by us in 
connection with our work, or exists in place within less than nine 
miles of the crater. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CRATER AND OF THE EJEC'tED ROCK 

FRAGMENTS. 

It should be remembered that the word crater is used simply for 
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want of a ]Jetter term to dcscriue a great basin like hole in the orig
inally horizontal strata, and uecausc in shape it is not a t all unlike a 

volcanic crater. vVe now definitely know, and I think 1 shall be 
aulc to show you, that it was not produced by any volcanic agency. 

I have had a very accurate map made of the crater, :1 3 well as a 
necessarily lllore or less rough sketch showing the di str ibution of 
the ejected rock fragments. 1 have also had made a !tluch mon; 
arcurate map showing the distriuution of the meteoric material con
centrically surrounding the crater. A careful study uf tllcsc tnaps, 
which arc printed herewith, should be made by those who arc inter .. 
cstcd in the various questions which will be discussed in this paper. 

The crater, as will be seen by referring to the map, is nearly 
round and is, roughly speaking, about 4000 feet, or something over 
three-quarters of a mile, in diameter. It is of an average depth 
from the rim to the interior central plain, or more or less level lluor, 
of about 570 feet. The limestone and sandstone st rata cxposeu 111 

the walls clip away from tile center of the crater at varying 
:lilgles, as shown on the map. The fact that the strata arc t•pli ftcd in 
this way of course contributes to form the rim and the elevation 
heretofore known as Coon l\Jountain or Coon IJutte. The compact 
limestone bed is very prominent in the crater wails, and where it is 
nearly horizontal causes the cliffs to be nearly perpendicular. l\ 
very interesting featu re in the: southern portion of the crater is that 
for a distance of half a mile, measuring around the r im, this lime
stone allll tlte underlying sandstone lt a1'C been vertically lifted as a 
mass more tll;m one hundred feet out of their original position. 
Careful aneroid measurements show that the uplift: of this grL·at mass 
of rock is ros feet. I mean measuring f rom tile top of titc perfectly 
it:l'l:l limestone bed, where wt: know it to be in place on the outside 
level plaiu, to the top of the same limestone bed, wh et-e we know it 
to be out of place in the south wall of the crater, but where it is aho 
lying lev el. The cause of the uplift of this tremendous weight of 
rock (probably some 20 to 30 million tons) may be found in the fact 
of the ml'teoric mass having wedged itself underneath, or in the 
developntcnt underneath it of a vast amount of shattered rock, o r by 
the formation beneath it of great quanti ties of what we know as 
Variety A and Variety B of the m etamorphosed sandstone. Directly 
oppnsi te in the northnn rim of the crater, between \V. ~ . \V. and 
~.\\'.toN . N. E. (the line ''B- 1\" on tlte lll:lJl passes nearly th rough 
the center of it) there is to be seen, when the observer approaches 
from the north, a very notice~:blc low place or <kpression in the crater 
rim . Attention is called to the fact that this is not only npposite to 
but that it corrPspo n<ls quite closely in length with the great vertical 
uplift of the stra ta in the southern wall. It has been sug:~estcd that 
the inrush of the air accompanying the p rojectile may have produced 
this low piace in the northern rim. It is partly shown in one of the 
general views of the crater. The southern rli!Is arc a lso fa irly well 
sh• >\I'll in these p!totogr;tph s. 

The ejected sharply angular rock fragments a rc of all sizes and 
shapes, from great masses of limestone weighing perhaps 111 excess 
of •. J-ClOO tnns, down to microscopic part icles of crystalline quartz 
which we know as "silica" or ruck Hour, as it has been apt ly callc<l. 
There arc a g reat many million tons o f this latter material. It 
probably forms fifteen or twenty per ceut. o r more of the entire 
material thrown out o f the crater. It is absoiutcly cert;tin tltat this 
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rock flour is pulverized sandstone. In no case are the little micro· 
scopic, sharply angular, particles of crystalline quartz larger than one 
of the very small, water worn grains of quartz which compose the 
white or gray sandstone. A very large proportion, if not most of it, 
will pass through a 200 mesh screen, the finest of all wire screens. It 
is very interesting material, and in my opinion cannot have been 
formed, much less distributed as it is at present, by any other agency 
than by the impact of a body or a group of bodies falling out of space, 
and moving at high speed. It fills in a large degree, with tbe included 
rock fragments great and small and the metamorphosed sandstone 
which will be described, the lower portion of the crater, and is the 
material which fo rms in a large degree the outer slopes of the rim, 
where in places it is a<lmixed with tile larger angular limestone and 
sandstone fragments vC'ry abundantly. In other places it is com
paratively free from them. In some places it looks as if it had 
welled out of the C'rater like flour out of a barrel. In places great 
quantities of the metamorphosed sandstone (principally Variety A) 
have been expetlcd from the crater ancl have disintegrated into this 
silica or rock flour. We have specimens of this metamorphosed or 
partly metam orphosed sandstone showing a gradation from the 
almost unaltered white or gray sandstone clown to this rock flour. 
Some are coherent, others are incoherent, some contain a large per
centage of unbroken water-worn quartz grains; there are others 
in which it is impossible to find a single unbroken sand grain. These 
specimens must be seen to be appreciated. Time does not permit me 
to emphasize the fact that these in themselves, and entirely apart 
from the great amount o f other proof, present incontrovertible proof 
that this crater could not have been produced in any other way than 
by the impact o f a projectile falling out of space and moving at high 
speed. The rock flour is exposed by erosion in a number of places 
on the south rim, that is to say, the south slopes of the "mountain." 
At one pbce in particular there is an arroya some two or three hun
dred yards long and some len to twelve feet deep, where this very 
white rock flottr is naturally exposed. In analysis it often shows 
upwards of 98 and 99 per cent. silica. 

The amount of rock dislodged and partly thrown out of the crater 
has been estimated at over three hundred million tons. A vast 
amount of the surrounding rock in addition has been violently dis
tmbcd. ( Tn passing it slwuld be nntccl that it is practically impos
sible to estimate accmatcly the amount of work done or energy 
expended; almost as impossible as it is to estimate the speed at which 
the projectile was moving when it struck. Therefore it becomes 
extremely difficult to make a reliable estimate as to the weight of 
the projectile. As it seems to me. all that we can know with cer
tain ty is that its weight must have been very great.) It is very diffi . 
cult , if not impossible, to form a correct estimate of the amount of 
the dislodged and ejC'ctccl ma terial. I think that this can be clearly 
shown to any one who wi ll visit the locality. In the first place, 
it is next to impossible to know without innumerable shafts 
just how deep it is to rock in place, frequently tilted 01 nd broken 
strata, on the outside of the rim. Again it is impossible to know 
without most complete exploration what the shape of the invisible 
true bottom of the crater is, inasmuch as it is filled for about one-half 
of its depth with the rock fragments which have rolled back into it and 
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with some 70 to 90 feet of lacustrine or lake sediments formed at a 
time when the bottom of the crater was the bed of a small lake.* Nor 
is it possible to estimate the amount of talus at the base •Jf the lime
stone cliffs. Finally there can be no doubt that enormous quantities 
of the finely divided rock flour have been blown away from the slopes 
of the so-called mountain by the violent winds that rage in the 
locality. 

Some of the rock fragments have been ejected to an extreme dis
tance of about one and one-half to two miles from the crater. These 
are pieces of compact limestone weighing from fifty to several hun
dred pounds. The larger fragments, and especially the very large 
fragments, are distributed rather closely around the crater, say not 
to exceed a quarter of a mile from the rim. As will be seen from 
the map, there are two remarkable fields of big boulders, as they 
are locally termed, or very large angular limestone fragments, weigh
ing hundreds and even thousands of tons, opposite to each other, one 
on the eastern side and one on the western side of the crater. The 
symmetry which is seen in the walls of the crater and in the ejected 
rock fragments is very remarkable and furnishes in itself one of 
the many proofs against a volcanic origin of the crater. By con
sulting the map you will notice that not only are these very large 
rock fragments on the outside distribl!ited more or less symmetrically, 
but that, commencing at a point which we will name as north north
west, the strata exposed in the walls of the crater gradually increase 
in dip as yon go around the crater in either direction to the south, 
from 5 degn.:es up to vertical and in one place they arc slightly over
turned. The greatest amount of :?jected material lies on the south 
slopes of the mountain, where it is also more comminuted than else
where. This symmetry along the line "B-B" shown on the map 
is not accidental and would be impossible if a steam explosion had 
caused the crater. Then there are several interesting spurts or jets 
of rock fragments to be observed on the outside rim f:·om N. N. W. 
to E. S. E., which are composed entirely of white sandstone frag
ments overlying limestone fragments. These jets of sandstone 
fragments are of great interest. It does not seem probable to me 
that they could have been made in any other way than by the impact 
of a projectile. They can be duplicated by such an impact, that is 
to say, by a rifle bullet fired out of a high power rifle, but they cannot 
be duplicated by any sort of a gas explosion. Any one who is 
familiar with the action of explosives will, I think, bear me out 
in this when he has visited the locality. An explosion from beneath 
(:ouch as the Hell Gate explosion ot· the explosions employed to 
break up the "nitrate" in Chile) separates and scatters the material 
in a very different and characteristic way. The spurts or jets of 
rock fragments could not, it seems to me, have been produced by an 
explosion from beneath. Again, the rock fragments on the outside 
rim, while often intimately admixed over small areas, always 
lie, when considered in a large way, in the reverse order of their 
geological occurrence when tmdisturbed . That is, the limestone 
fragments are on top of the purplish red sal1llstone, and the white 

*Dr. W. H . Dall 1CJill soon exa111ine tl1e fossil shells found in 
these scdi111ents with the object of determining as nearly as possible 
the oge of the sediments. 
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sandstone fragments arc on top of the limestone fr<1,c;ments; all 

of "hich is strongly suggestive of the ploughing effect o[ a pro
jectile. In this connection there a rc on the surface of the south
ea.<t rim thn•1sands of tons of brown sandstone fragments. or 
hrown S;]nd due to their disintegration. As ahovc stated, we 

know hy onr dr illing that this hrown sandstone is fonncl only in 
the lower pnrtion of th e ll'hitc or gray saccharoidal s;u Hlstone 
straltllll . Pctrograpllically, as Dr. G. P. J\Terrill has pnintecl nnt, it 
is the s;tme r"ck and is different from the somewhat darker aJH! 
much more compact sandstone of the underlying R ed Dccls. The 
fact that this very large amount of brown sand and brown s;mclstonc 
fragnH'Ilts, stratigraphically the !<>west of a ll the rocks cjcctc:d , is found 
in quantity at this particular locality on the rim and nowhere else, 
and is on tnp of the other ejected material, is significant, anc! it shon!J 
not he forgclten is in absolute accord with the symmetry above 
referred to. These brown s;utdstnne fragments could nnt, it is 

argued, lie on top o f the white samlstotte fragments, and they in 
turn could not lie on top of the limestone fragments if a steam 

explosion had cattscc\ the crater. 
l have the permission of Professor William F, Magie to state 

that tlte map of the crater which has recently been made is as correct 
as it has been possible to make it, and that it has not been t!istorted 
in any way in o rder to fit any theory. I am glad to say that Pro
fessor Magic was able to spend two weeks at the crater with me this 
summer and to cxatninc very eat-cfully all the phenomena in connec
tion thercw itl~ many of which the space o f this paper will not permit 
me to dwcil upon. 

'l' JIJ\ MJ!'l'AMORPIIOSJ!D SANDSTO NE. 

The metamo rphosed sandstone is o f peculia r and of grrat interest. 
It is of two varieties. vVhat we have termed Variety i\ consists 
o f angular fragtn cnts of undoubted ly original sandstone, still show
ing the bedding planes, but often with strongly marked slaty structure 
at more or less right angles to the bedding planes, which slaty struc
ture can he due only to the exercise of very g reat· lateral or perhaps 
radial pressure. Dr. J. \.Y. Mallet was the first to assure me that this 
rock was certainly of terrestria l o rigin. I had submitted one of the 
fi rst spcciniCtiS found in th e mai n shaft, which we attempted to sink 
in the center of the crater, to him for examination, since [ had never 
seen a rock like it. The utter d estrnction of the individual sand 
grains and the superinducing of this more or less vertical slaty stnlc
turc by pressure before the rock was dislodged anrl th rown out, is 
s imply nn cxplainahlc on any other theory than that of terrific and 
sudden shock, with waves of concussion and pressure radiating ont
wanlly ; a ll o f which is again absolutely opposed, of comse, to the! 
steam explosion theory of origin. T hat this rock was heated highly 
there can be no doubt, b11t that it was quite dry at the time it was 
metan10rphosed there a lso seems to be no doubt. \,Yhile I have 
found it to contain t l ~)\V and then some unbroken sand grains, it is 
composed almost cntirdy of minute fragments of crysta ll ine qua rtz, 
each of them smaller than one of the original sand g rains of which 
the rock \\'as composed. 'l'hc bedding planes are sti ll well shown. and 
an intncsting f art i;; that thl'Y are not always at right angles, hut 
arc frcqttcntly at different oblique angles, to the slaty structmc a bove 
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rderrcd to. This fact alone practically necessitates this metamor
phosed rock having been made by a projectile advancing through the 
rock strata of wliich these are fragments. The following simple: 
diagram will show what i:; meant. 
All of this was recogt~ized almost 
as soon as these peculiar rock 
speci ll tCIIS were found, and was 
discussed at the time in corre
spondence with Dr. Mallet. A 
specimen of Variety A, how
ever, to which Dr. J. C. Branner 
called attention when he was at 
the crater several years ago, in
cludes small arc:as o f what we 
have known as Variety B, which is a vesicular metamo rpho,;cd 
ruck, looking not unlike pumice stone, in which by far the greater part 
of the metamorphosed qu;ntz is amorphous and not cryslaili ne. 
l\iany angular fragments of this interesting metamorphosed sand
stone have Ltcen found . \rVhen examined under the polariscope these 
vesicular pieces of Variety B show little particles of crystalline quartz 
scattered nnw and then throughout the mass of anJ•H·photb quartz, 
of which the rock is almost wholly composed. 

There is, so fa r as we know, vastly more of V:tncty A than of 
Variety B, Ltut much of the former, since it was expelled from the 
crater, has disintegrated into what we know as silica or rock flou r, 
and we have only Ltcc:n alJ!c to get good specimens, especially those 
showing the sbty structure, from the bottom (>f the main shaft which 
we <t t tcmptcd to sink in the middle of the cr<ttcr. One o f the dri ll 
holes (N o. 7), however, showed some fif ty-o(ld feet of Variety A 
at the depth of from 530 to s84 feet. 

In passing I should say that it was foun d impossible to sink om 
main sha ft more than 222 feet, or about 25 feet Ltclow water •level, 
because of the peculiar quicksand, formed by the water saturated 
silica. which we encountered; :llso that, in my judgment, it will he 
impossible to properly explore the depths of the central portion o f 
the crater until we shall have removed the water which we now know 
fill s its lower portion. Fortunately this part o f the crater has been 
fai rly well prospected by the drill. 'l'he water SC'cms to be held in 
the C]U icksand above referred to and to be confined to the crater, from 
the catchment area of which it is probably deri ved. It docs not seem 
to exist in quantity in the surrounding undisturbed sandstone. It 
is proLabk that a shaft can be snnl.;: in the crater througb the talus 
and close to the w:tlls, where we know the rock fragment s to be much 
la rger than in the central portion, and where there is als<J much less 
si lica or rock Hour. 

Tn one o f the sm;t ll pruspec ting shafts in the bottom o f the crater 
which was carried down only to watl:r level, and subsequently also 
quite far dow n 011 the ou ter slopes of the ri m , we have fou nll a few 
remarkable specimens of what we know as Variety D of the meta
morphosed sandstone. T hese certainly represent acjlteo-igncous 
fu sion, as Dr. :rvr allct was th e fi rst to point out. As in the case o f 
Variety A the lines o f sedimentation arc still more or less d istinctly 
prcscrvcll in this peculiar vesicular metamorphosed rock . The Lied
ding planes, however, arc distorted and arc frequently li ftell up one 
from the other, with minute filaments of amorphous quartz connect-
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ing the two. The whole appearance of this very white rock is not 
unlike that of very light, 'pongy bread. As shown by the drill, it is 
often sparingly admixed in the depths of the crater with bluish 
opa]e,ccnt quartz, and in one specimen, secured from No. 2 prospect
ing ~haft, a mass of Variety n shows on its outside a very consider
able qtwntity of this opalescent quartz, which has apparently been 
liquiJ. Now Variety D, I assume, was not heated much more highly 
than Variety A, but, owing to the presence of water, semi-fusion, 
or, as in the case of the opalescent quartz, complete fusion could take 
place, which was impossible in the case of Variety A. It is very 
wonderful to think how this vesicular metamorphosed rock was 
formed in a small fraction of a second and was afterwards hurled 
to the outside plain, as has occmred in a few cases. Practically all 
of the pieces of Variety B which have been thrown out of the crater 
l1avc been found between the spurts of white or gray sandstone, and 
have been confine(] to a rather small area about 1200 feet from 
the rim to the E. N. E. Variety B might be considered 
to be quite similar to geyserite were it not for two things 
-first, as Professor S. L. Penfield showed, while almost wholly 
composed of amorphous quartz, it undoubtedly contains some of the 
crystalline fr:agments of which Variety A is practically wholly com
posed, and second, it is now and then smeared with or otherwise 
associated with the bluish opalescent quartz, which undoubtedly rep
resents more perfect fusion of the original sandstone. There is reason 
to think that portions of Variety A and Variety B were formed close 
to the advancing projectile, since fragments have been found which 
are stained with the oxides of iron and nickel. They also represent 
the rock which was most highly heated and seems to have been 
subjected to the greatest pressure. 

The specimens of Variety B, which are often so light as to float 
on water, must be seen to be appreciated. When they are studied 
carefully they, like the specimens of Variety A, will be found to 
constitute an irrefutable argument against any volcanic or steam 
explosion theory of origin of the crater. 

I should perhaps add at this point that I have failed to see any 
evidence of the action of steam except in a very small way in forming 
Variety B. It is not necessary to presuppose an explosion on a large 
scale of any sort. As I read them, the facts are all against any 
explosion except those represented by small and relatively unim
portant puffs of steam where there was water in the sandstone. 

THii KINDS OF METEORIC IRON AND IRON OXIDii FOUND OU'rSIDii OF 

TIIE CRATER. 

The ordinary Canyon Diablo iron meteorites and their composition 
(about 9 I to 92 per cent. iron and about 8 per cent. nickel) are well 
known to the scientific world ; also the fact that they contain micro
scopic diamonds. Y./ e were the first to show that they contain plati
num am! iridium to the extent of from Yz an ounce to ;Ji of an otmce 
per ton of iron. No rlescription of the specimens of this class of 
meteoric iron is necessary, except to point out that they are not 
readily oxidizable. Hundreds of such pieces had been shipped from 
the rogion in the vicinity of the crater to museums all over the world 
before we secured possession of the property. Before then, and 
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before we had proved the simultaneity in time between the fall of 
this and the other class of meteoric iron, hereafter described, ami 
the formation of the crater, it wa3 not known, however, that the 
crater was practically in the exact center of an area on which lay 
many more meteoric iron specimens than have ever been found on 
all the rest of the world's surface. Literally, many thousands of such 
specimens have been found. The map which shows the distribution 
of the meteoric material will bring out this remarkable fact. This 
map has been carefully made and may be considered as accurate as 
such a general map can be. 

It will show that no meteoric material has been found further than 
five and one-half miles away from the crater-over twice as far as 
the ejected rock fragments are found-and that it increases in 
abundance as one draws ncar to the crater. It is practically proved, 
as will be seen, that most of the individuals of this so-called 
"shower" do not represent the effect of the bursting in the atmosphere 
of at.l enormous siderite, as is commonly supposed. 

Until we accjuired possession of the property and until we began 
to sink shafts and make cuts in the silica and rock fragments on the 
slopes of the mountain, it was not known that this ejected matenal 
contained meteoric iron. This exploration work discovered another 
variety of meteoric iron, previously unknown, which is represented by 
what are now known as "shale balls." These (and there can be no 
doubt of this) are generally rounded or globular disintegrating 
masses of meteoric iron and nickel oxide, many of them containing 
solid nickel iron centers. \Vith others, I had at lirst thought that 
the iron and nickel oxide of which these shale balls are sometimes 
entirely composed, and with which they are always covered when 
they have au iron center, was due to the buming of these meteorites 
iu their passage through the earth's atmosphere. Professor U. C. Far
rington was the first to take issue with me on this point, and I am now 
convinced that he was right. In fact, it is now proved tliat this iron 
oxide or shale (the name was given to it because of the peculiar shaly 
structure so often noticed in this material) is due to terrestrial oxida
tion of this peculiar shale ball iron, which it must be understood is 
chemically different from the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites in 
that it contain~ very small cjuantities of chlorine, which i:; practically 
alJsent in the latter. Otherwise in chemical analysis they are quite 
similar. 'l'hey also contain microscopic diamonds and, I assume, a 
small amount of platinum ami iridium. \Ve have encountered in 
our shafts and cuts on the outer slopes of the mountain more than 
a lmndred of these so-called shale' balls. I call attention again to 
the remarkable fact that they are never angular, but as stated, always 
seem to be rounded, and globular or oval in shape. Sometimes they 
are pear or almond shaped. They are frequently found on the out
side plain entirely converted by terrestrial decomposition into iron 
shale, yet retaining the general outline of their original shape. 
\Vhcn sawed iu two these specimens are very interesting. \Vhat 
appear to be \Vidmanstatten figures can still be dimly seen in some 
of them. The iron shale with which they are covered is often 
exactly similar, even to the characteristic roughly triangular shape, 
to many of the thousands of pieces of iron shale which are strewn 
over the plain. The largest shale ball with an iron center which we 
have so far found weighed some forty odd pounds. Those with 
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iron centers h:~yc hccn found in the rock fragments and sibica on the 
slopes of the lllOUlt [;Jin. \\'here they have been protected from com
plete oxidation, but they have not been found at any considerable 
depth in these ejected f r2gments so far. They are usu;_~ lly found 

in the upper portion of the ejected material. The deepest found was 
at 27 feet. It is interesting that they arc overlaid in no particular 
onlct- Ly limestone and white and reel sandstone fragments which 
come from the adjacent crater, and it is certain that they and the 
rock fragments overlying and underlying them have not been moved 
appreciably since the time they came to rest in their present surround
ings. \Vhere they lie in the almost snow white silica they have in 
decomposing stained it for only a few inches around each specimen. 
The evidence is all against their rounded or globular shape being due 
to terrestrial decomposition. It is in teresting that so far no piece of 
the ordinary unoxidizahle Canyon Diablo iron has yet been found 
deeply embedded in the silica on the slopes of the mountain, but 
always on top of it, th:~t is on or very ncar the surface, where many 
hundreds of specimens lnvc been found . I have no completely 
satisfactory explanation to oHcr for this fact. 

An interesting discovery was made in making a trench for the 
pipe line from our reservoir in Canyon Diablo. A piece of iron was 
found, one end of which was composed of the shale ball variety or 
iron and the other end of the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderite 
variety. Other specimens show the same thing on a smaller scale. 
One has been found with quite a large amount of iron shale adhering 
to it; others with a less quantity. It is therefore certain that these 
two classes of irons have frequently formed part of the same mass, 
probably grading one into the other. It is certain that what we 
know as the shale ball variety of iron frequently disintegrates or 
oxidizes with remarkable rapidity, probably in proportion to the .perc 
centage of chlorine which it contains. For example, a solid iron 
center which we dug out of the silica and rock fragments on the 
outer slopes of the nalcr rim three years ago, so solid that it coulcl 
not be more than dented with a heavy sledge when placed on an anvil, 
is to-day represented by a lot of iron dust or rust, some of which 
is the so-e<illcd iron shale, and a few pieces of iron. 

l\1ost o f the~c shale balls, when exposed to the action of the 
atmosphere, have a teudency to disappear rapidly, · or to oxidize 
into harcl compact iron shale, but when not so exposecl, as when 
embedclecl in the silic:~, they oxidize very slowly. It is Yery likely, 
from the association of the pieces of the so-called iron shale, 
ll'hich is found in great abundance on the plain for several mi les on 
all sides of the crater, and from the fact that this hard, compact 
iron shale often shows more or less curvature (indicating that it 
in all prolJ;~h ility h;:d been once a part of an unoxidized shale ball iron 
mdcoritt-), that the stt lTOlltH!iug plain was strewn with pnh;~ps t!tou
sand .s of t!tese unoxidi?.cd shale 1Jall iron meteorites a few minntes 
after the imp;tct. It is al so very nearly proved that at least most of 
the small Canyoil Diablo irons represent the residual unoxidizablc 
portions of snch shale ball iron meteorites, the oxidizable portion 
having been converted either into iron shale or rust, which rust was 
probably blown away almost as fa~t as it formed by the violent saud 
c:~rrying winds of the region, wherever such meteorites were expo,ed 
to their action. You will note that the map shows that a discovery 
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was made some time ago, nea rly five miles from the crater, of a 
num!Jer of pieces of iron shale and a number of ordinary very small 
Canyon Diablo siderites grouped together. This means that a shale 
ball meteorite of probably considerable size fell on this spot and that 
the shale and the iron, as represented on the map, are all that remains 
of it. This peculiar association of the two, iron shale and small iron 
meteorites, is too marked here and in other instances to admit of any 
other explanation. 

I am willing to admit that the finding of many, and especially the 
great pieces of ordinary Canyon Dia!Jlo meteoric iron, weighing fre
quently over 300 and in one specimen over rooo pounds, which are 
not now surrounded by any iron shale, does not seem to be in agree
ment with this theory. Again, one of these large iron meteorites, 
with no shale surrounding it, was found slightly embeclcled, but with 
a point protruding, in the silica and rock fragments on the northeast 
slope of the mountain, and almost immediately beneath it within a 
few feet, there was found a large shale ball meteorite with a solid 
iron center. It is certain that neither had been moved appreciably 
since they came to rest in the silica and ejected rock fragments. 
Possibly these large, deeply pitted, and many of the small meteorites, 
both of which we know as ordinary Canyon Dia!Jlo siderites, were 
individual meteorites trailing behind the cluster. It has been suggested 
that they are fragments clue to the bursting in the atmosphere of 
a larger mass. Their shape, however, does not indicate this. It 
has also been suggested that they were hurled out of the crater 
at the time of the impact, but this seems to me improbable. The 
characteristic pittings of the large Canyon Diablo siderites strongly 
suggest the idea that these cavities were once filled with globular 
masses of shale ball iron, which have disintegrated upon exposure to 
the action of the earth's atmosphere. But we have no proof of this. 
I am also willing to admit that a few very large irregular masses of 
iron shale, as shown on the map, have been found which by their 
present shape would indicate that the iron meteorite, from which 
they are certainly derived, may not have been as globular as the vast 
majority of the shale balls which we have found. vVe have not yet 
found any characteristic Canyon Diablo siderites among the remains 
of the shale balls which have disintegrated since they have been in 
our possession. Nor have we found them in any of the disintegrated 
shale balls which have oxidized in situ in the silica on the outer slopes 
of the mountain. Notwithstanding these facts, the evidence is quite 
strongly confirmatory of the theory that many of the smaller, and 
especially the very small, Canyon Diaulo siderites have been derived 
from the disintegration of shale ball meteorites great and small. 
There is a characteristic shape among many of them which points 
to a common origin ami is opposed to the theory that they are frag
ments due to the rending of a large mass of iron; at least after it 
entered the earth's atmosphere. Less than a dozen specimens, vary
ing from a few grains or ounces to several pounds in weight, have 
been found, however, in which there are small cracks suggestive of 
the fact that the iron has been subjected to a certain amount of strain 
and rending. These cracks are so small and have been so seldom 
observed that I do not think importance should be attached to them 
in this connection. 

A conclusion which we can deduce from these facts and tho~e 
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which will be hereafter stated, is that the crater was not made by a 
single giant meteorite, but rather by a compact cluster or swarm of 
many thousands of shale ball meteorites and also possibly of other 
iron meteorites, as explained above, traveling together as the head, or 
part of the head, of a small comet. Those which fell outside of the 
crater, on this theory, were probably stripped off from the cluster in 
its passage through the atmosphere, or perhaps they had been trailing 
behind it in space, or had been traveling with it concentrically sur
rounding it, yet separated from it by considerable distances. They 
would, of com~e, have been much more retarded by the resistance 
of the earth's atmosphere than the main mass or central cluster, and 
would have reached the earth after it dirl, possibly while it was 
fanning the crater. 'J'hc concentric distribution of the 111any thou
sane! pieces of shale (certainly derived from shale ball meteorites) 
around the crater for a distance of five and one-half miles, is in 
accord with this theory. I do not think it is probabie that the 
majority, if any, of these globular masses of nickel iron were 
thrown out of the crater at the time of the impact. They in no 
wise resemble angular fragments torn from a solid mass. Again, 
many small ones have been found twice as far from the crater as 
any of the ejected rock fragments have been found. The evidence 
to my mind is in favor of the large majority of them having fallen out 
of the _sky upon the plain or upon the crater rim at or nca r the 
places where they or their remains have been found. The iron 
centers, when sawed in two and etched, show the \Nidmanstatten 
ligures be<~utifully, as do the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites 
wherever found, and this, I am told by those who have made 
the experiment, they would not do if they had been heated 
beyond 700 degrees or 8oo degrees Centigrade. If they were hurled 
out of the crater by the force of the impact with sufficient violence 
to have been thrown a number of miles, it would seem that they 
would have been more highly heated than this. And this appears all 
the more reasonable when one remembers the evidence of high tem
perature in the rocks immediately adjacent to the advancing projectile, 
for it would seem that the projectile would have been as highly 
heated, especially in its outer portions, and these, it would seem, are 
the very portions which would have been hurled out of the crater by 
the force of the impact, i£ any portions of it were expelled. On the 
other hand, if shale ball meteorites were stripped off the outside of 
the cluster in the upper atmosphere they would have been retarded 
in thei r subsequent passage through it and would have reached the 
earth a fraction of a second, or a few seconds perhaps, later than the 
main body or cluster, and possibly, as suggested above, while the 
fragments of rock were pouring out o f the crater or settling on the 
outer slopes of the rim. On this theory they would not have been 
very hot when they fell upon the earth. It is easily conceivable that 
because of air resistance they might not only have been retarded, but 
might have taken a slightly divergent course from that of the main 
bo(ly. It is also easily conceivable that members of the swarm were 
trailing some distance behind the main cluster, or perhaps were sur
rounding it in space. But even admitting that some of them were 
thrown out at the time of the impact, for example those embedded 
in the silica and rock fragments on the crater rim, it is only another 
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argument in favor of the crater having been made by a lh:nse cluster 
of shale ball and possibly other iron meteorites. 

If the crater was made by a single giant iron meteorite it is very 
hard for me to realize, remembering the toughness of this nickel 
iron, ami remembering the fact which Professor l\Iagic:. was the 
first to point out to me, that the temperature of such a meteorite 
traveling in space would not be very low, how it should have broken 
up into a great number of very small pieces. If it did not break 
up in this manner the dip needle should indicate its prc>ence in the 
depths of the crater. It is clear, as we shall see, that there is not 
nearly sufficient evidence of heat inside or outside of the crater to 
warrant the conclusion that it went into the form of vapor or of fine 
metallic mist when it struck. The absence of staining hy iron and 
nickel ox illes on a grand scale is absolutely opposed to snch a theory. 
It should be stated also that there is not the slightest evidence, either 
inside or outside of the crater, to warrant the conclusion that the pro
jectile was composed of anything but nickel iron; unless the finding by 
me of :1 single small aerolite about one and one-half miles N. 'vV. of 
the crater, several years ago, may be regarLicd as such. As stated 
in my former paper, th ere is fairly good reason to believe that th is 
aerolite was seen to fa ll in the winter of 1904-s.-· lt is recognized, 
however , that it may have been a member of the swarm, the central 
or probably the most advanced portion of which, when it struck the 
earth, was the projectile which made the crater, and which, from all 
the evidence, was almost wholly composed of iron meteorites. From 
this point of view the findi11g of an aeroli te lends stl[>])(>rt to the 
theory that the crater was made by a compact cluster of meteorites. 
No other aerolite and no piece of meteoric stone has Lcen found in 
the crater or in the vicinity of it. Surely in all onr exploration and 
constant search during six years we would have found :oomc addi
tional evidence of the fact had the crater been made Ly the impact 
of a stony meteorite or a cluster formed in large pa rt of stony meteor
ites. 'vVe have searched very diligently for such evidence, both inside 
and outside of the crater. If it was in part a stony metl:orite or 
a cluster composed largely of stony meteorites, it seems certain that 
we would have found some small pieces of meteoric stony material 
in the shafts, in the drill holes, or attached to the many thousands of 
pieces of nickel iron or nickel iron oxide which we have found. The 
finding of the remains of shale balls in the talus on the inside slopes 
o f the crater, as described below, furnishes additional support to the 
theory that the crater was made by the impact of a compact clpster 
of meteorites. 

Professor 1\'fagie checked during the past summer the observations 
o f l\1 r. Marcus Baker, of the U nited States Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey, which were made in behalf of the United States Geological 
Survey, when the latter made an examination of the crater in r89r. 
Like J\J r. Baker, P rofessor JVJagic find s no systematic variations of the 
magnetic declination or the magnetic dip in different parts of the floor 
of the crater, such as one would expect if there were a large mass 
of iron buried Leneath it; I mean a mass of the size wh ich was 

*Coo/l M ounta·in and Its Crater, Proceedings of the Academy of 
Natuml Sciences of Philadelphia, December, I905, pp. 883-884; 
American Journal of Science, Vo l. XXI, May, I906, pp. 347-355. 



necessary to produce the crater. From preliminary tests the shale 
hall irons and the ordinary Canyon Diablo irons seem to possess a 
low magnetic permeability. If this is the case, and if the mass exists 
in many fragments or as separate shale ball meteorites and possibly 
ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites, the lack of any magnetic indications 
of their presence may be accounted for. 

Professor Magic intends to examine the magnetic properties of 
the iron in the near future. 

THE 1IF,Tf\OH!C JHON AND 1WHB PAHTICULAHT,Y NICKEL IHON OXIDES 

FOUND IN THE BOTTOM OF THE CRATER BY THE DRILL. 

Defore describing the meteoric material brought up by the drill 
from the depths of the crater I should not neglect to state that the 
remains of one or more shale balls were found in a tunnel driven in 
the talus at the base of the lin1estone cliffs on the northern side of 
the crater, not very far above the level of the central plain which' 
forms its visible floor. Also that one or two ordinary Canyon Diablo 
iron meteorites h<1ve been found high up on the inner slopes of the 
crater and just inside the rim. 

Our drilling has disclosed at a number of places in the depths of 
the crater th~ existence of undoubted meteoric material admixed with 
the rock fragments. It is usually found where we find considerable 
quantities of Variety A or of Variety B of the metamorphosed sand
stone, but it is also found scattered through the silica and other rock 
fragments 6oo and odd feet below the floor of the crater. This 
meteoric material is often in the form of small specks of nickel iron 
oxide, some of which seem to have minute metallic centres (possibly 
schrcibersite). These arc obtained by grinding the little specks of 
oxidized material in an agate mortar. This meteoric material, which 
invaria!Jiy reacts strongly for nickel, was found in places quite abun
dantly, admixed with the fragmentary material filling the bottom of 
the criltcr. The discovery of a number of pieces of Variety B last 
smnmer in the fragmentary material underneath the lake sediments, 
or at a depth of about IOO feet below the crater floor (supposed to 
represent at least <1pproximately the original visible floor of the crater 
an hour after the impact), which specimens were locally covered with 
a film or stain of, or abundantly studded with, little specb of exactly 
the same oxidized meteoric material which we had previously brought 
up with our drill from the depths of the crater, probably shows us 
just what it is that we have been bringing up with the drill, namely, 
original sparks (bits of once burning metal) or the result of the 
flame produced by vaporized metallic iron and nickel. There 
can be no doubt that the drill, \vhen cutting through similar frag
ments of Variety D and of Variety A liberated many of these 
small particles or specks of meteoric material, which, as I think 
can !Je safely assumed, represent flame and sparks due to friction. 
That there must have been a great deal of such flame and vast 
numbers of big and little sparks is certain, just as we have seen 
there was a certain amount of fusion of the rocks which were 
penetrated by th e meteorite or cluster of meteorites. The vaporization 
or fusion of the metal composing the projectile was, however, as 
I think, confined to its outer portions, or (as in the case of the rock 
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affected) to a 7!cry small portion of the entire mass; that is to say, 
to the portions which were actually in contact with the ruck which 
was being penetrated. This vaporized metal and the sparks or !Jits 
of fusing metal have, when admixed with the silica, as would natur
ally be expected, combined with it and formed a somewhat slag like 
and often vesicular material (iron nickd silicate I assume) containing 
minute cavities or bubbles showing the action of escaping gases. 

'J'IIis slaglike material also always reacts strongly for nid.:d, a!Hl it 
must be remembered that the rocks of the region do not contain a 
trace of this metal. Wherever it is found in this locality it is certainly 
due to the presence of portions of the meteorite or meteorites which 
fell at the time the crater was made. 

It must always be borne in mind that if the projectile struck so 
hard as to be totally vaporized, not only, in my opinion, would there 
have been a very shallow crater ami greater fusion of the target (the 
arenaceous limestone was perfectly adapted to the making of slag), 
but t!Jis vapor would have condensed instantly and most of the rock 
fragments and silica,. instead of being almost snow white, as in the 
case of the silica, and womkrfully free from iron, would necessarily 
be abundantly stained hy oxides of iron and nickel, both inside am! 
outside of the crater. There is no escaping this conclusion. Think 
for a moment what an enormous amount of nickel iron vapor would 
have been produced by the volatili zation of a mass of iron of sufficient 
size to have made this great crater. 

A fact of interest in this connection is that where the drill finds 
the meteoric material representing fusion of the projectile to be most 
plentiful in the depths of the crater, Goo and odd feet below the 
visible floor (between r roo and r2oo feet below the original pla in 
level), there is immediately underneath a bed of very white and very 
fine silica or rock flour, which, so far as we know, contains no 
meteoric material. Nor has any ever been found below it. 'l'his is 
certainly strongly opposed to the theory that there has been much 
oxidation of meteoric iron (shale ball iron or any other kind) in the 
depths of the crater, at least in its central portion. From this point 
down the drill encountered in all of the 23 holes snnk below this 
level more ami more compact sandstone, until it passeol into the 
absolutely unaltered lower portions of the white or gray sandstone 
and into the unaltered Red Deds stratum. In all 28 holes were 
drilled in the central portion of the crater and not less than I4 
encountered this undoubted meteoric material at between 450 and 
G8o feet, the greatest depth at which it has been found. This was 
in hole No. 20. In a large majority of the holes it was found very 
sparsely distributed, in a few of them more or less abundantly, but 
never, except in the hole above mentioned, forming more than a very 
small l 'L·rccntage of the fragmentary material brought up by the drill. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

To recapitulate, some of the principal arguments against the steam 
explosion theory are (No. r.) No rocks of igneous origin in or 
around the crater. (No. 2. ) No eviclence whatever of solfataric 
activity. (No. 3·) The finding of unaltered sandstone in place in the 
bottom of the crater in its proper stratigraphical position . ( No.4.) 
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l'rovccl simultaneity in time hC'twccn the formation of the crater and 
the deposition of the meteoric material found on the surrounding 
plain, and especially among the ejected rock fragments, (No.5.) The 
formation of Variety A of the metamorphosed sandstone in 
various degrees of metamorphism, with its slaty stru<>tnre 
showing great lateral pressure, or pressure radiating f rom the 
advaHcing projectile; also the formation of Variety D of the 
metamorphosed sandstone; and as part of these facts evidence of 
just such fusion of the sandstone as would have taken place under the 
influence of a sudden and very gre<1t, but not long contin ued, rise of 
temperature, which could not have taken place, it is safely assumed, 
if there had been such a great s ingle steam explosion as has been 
advanced to accou nt for this crater. (No. 6. ) The fact that the 
ejected rock fragments were deposited, generally speaking, in the 
reverse order in which they occur stratigraphically. (No. 7.) The 
formation of, and especially the distribution. of, vast quantities of 
silica or rock flour on the outer slopes of the rim o f the crater and 
in the depths of the cr<~tcr itself. (No. 8.) The rou;Hiness of the 
cratcr, especi<~liy when studied in connection with the remarkable 
symmetry exhibited inside and outside; that is to s<~y, by 
tl1c dip of the str:1ta, by the two ficltls of big bouhlers (angular 
limestone fragments) which were thrown out to the c<~st and west, 
by the fact that a much greater amount of ejected material was 
thrown to the south th<~n elsewhere, by the fact that this material is 
more comminuted than elsewhere; <~II of which facts , when con
sidered to~cth c r, arc suggestive of impact and would he impossible 
under the steam explosion theory. (No. 9·) The vertical bodily 
upli ft ing of the !'tt·ata , forming a portion of the southern wall for 
one-half mile in length, with the turning backward of the same strata 
on either side, in a way which not only, as I th ink, precludes 
th e possibility o f the efftct having been produced by a steam ex
plosiou. hut 1vhich suggests that it was produced by something having 
been driven underneath like a wedge. (No. 10.) The fact that the 
crater is si tuated in almost the exact center of an area on which 
more iroiJ meteorites have been founcl than on all of the rest of the 
surface of the e<1rth, added to the fact, as stated above, th<~t it is 
proved tint these iron meteorites fe ll a t the same time that the 
crater was mad e. (No. rr.) T he findi ng of undoubted meteoric 
material not only deeply embedded in the talus at the base o f the 
limestone cliffs and underneath the lacustrine deposits, but also, 
which is conclusive, five am\ six hund red feet below the floor of the 
crater in association with the two varie ties of the metamorphosed 
sandstone <~ncl with the other fr<~gmcntary material which fills the 
lower portion of the crater. 

These are the principal arguments which occur to me at present, 
lt!it there arc many otltcrs which, as I think, render the steam explo
Sion theory or any other theory basecl upon manifestation of volcanic 
activity absolutely 1111 tcnable. \Ve are therefore forced b<1ck to the 
theo ry o f impact, against which in all of the diligent exploration, 
which has been extended over a period of six years, we have not 
fo:~nd a single fact great or small. 

The onlv m-gnmcn t worth considering against the meteoric 
hypothc!'is is that there arc no systematic variations of the magnetic 
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declination, or of the magnetic dip, in or around the crater. From 
such experiments as we have been able to make it is believed that 
there might be many thousands of shale ball or other iron meteorites 
in the bottom of the crater, the combined magnetic field of which 
would not effect the dip needle at a distance of soo or 6oo feet. (In 
this connection note the experiment described under the final heading, 
"What has become of the projectile?" ) . The shale ball iron and also 
iron oxide, as I understand, both show intrinsic magnetization; from 
which it is argued that the irregulotrly distributed masses in the bottom 
of the crater would neutralize each other's fields. Besides. the prob
ability is that the magnetic lines of force of the mass where it 
probably lies would not deviate much from the earth's lines. 

Since the facts are as I have stated them to be it would seem 
to me that it is idle to further discuss the origin of the crater. It 
is proved from this overwhelming array of facts that some extra 
terrestrial body-supposedly a giant iron meteorite composed of both 
kinds of iron which I have described, or as now see.ms much more 
probable, a dense swarm or cluster of iron meteorites composed of 
shale balls and perhaps also of ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites
entered the crater. The discussion, therefore, should henceforth be 
narrowed down to what was the nature of this mighty projectile and 
what has become of it, which is by far the most interesting visitor 
or group of visitors from outer space of which we have any record. 
So far we are utterly unable to account for such a mass of nickel iron 
as could have made this great hole in the rocky surface of the earth, 
a mass which, as has been very roughly estimated, probably weighed 
in excess of a million tons. It would seem that it must have been 
several hundred feet in diameter; for conservatism let us say three 
hundred feet. A very few thousand tons is all that we are able so 
far to account for on any reasonable hypothesis, both inside and out
side of the crater, and most of this, as we shall see, can probably be 
excluded from the calculation. This is not enough. Where is the 
other ninety-nine per cent. plus? 

WHA'!' liAS DECO ME OF 1'HE PROJECTILE? 

The following facts and conclusions are given at the risk of repeti
tion, so that the argument may be easily followed: 

Since we can dismiss as unworthy of discussion, if not impossible, 
the theory that the whole mass of the projectile after sh•iking the 
earth rebounded into space, or rebounded so high that when it again 
fell upon the earth it sank, for example, beneath the waters of the 
Pacific Ocean (for it is nowhere on the treeless rocky plain which 
surrounds the crater for many miles), it seems to me that the discus
sion is narrowed down to 

(A) Was the projectile broken into many small pieces and thrown 
out of the crater after having penetrated, as has been proved, between 
I 100 and 1200 feet of rock? 

(B) Has it disappeared in the crater through oxidation or from 
any other cause? 

(C) Is it still somewhere and in some form in the depths of the 

crater? 
We shall take up first the consideration of A, which is, in effect, 

are all the pieces of nickel iron or nickel iron oxide, shale ball or 
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otherwise, which we lind distributed around the crater to an extreme 
distance of approximately five and one-half miles from it, fragments 
of the mass which made the crater? It seems to me now that this 
must be answered in the negative, for we know or have strong reason 
to believe 

r. That all of the nickel iron shale which we lind distributed about 
the crater to the extreme <list<1nce mentioned is due to the terrestrial 
oxidation of sh<1le balls. 

2. That the original shape of the great majority, if not of all, of 
these shale balls was roughly globular, rounded, pear, almond or egg 
sh:1pc, often, as among the specimens now converted into hard dense 
iron shale, very distinctly pointed at one encl. 

3· That they arc therefore not fragments of anything, but that 
most of them, if not all, were separate individuals when they fell. 
This we know not only from finding more than a htmdrerl shale balls 
at consirlerablc distances one from the other in the upper portion of 
the silica and rock fragments on the outer slopes of the crater rim, 

hut also from the frequently observed grouping of many slightly 
curved pieces of iron shale of characteristic shape far out on the 
plain and remover! from any other iron shale by hundreds of yards, 

which is indicative of the fact that a shale ball fell and disintegrated 
at this spot. 

4· That the iron centers of these shale balls upon section show in 
all cases the \Vidmanstattcn figures, and also that the Canyon Diablo 
~i<leritcs, great ant! small, also always show somewbat different 
\Niclmattstatten figures when cut and etcberl. 

S· That they could not show these figures upon section if these 
pieces of meteoric iron had ever been heated beyond Soo degrees 
Centigrade. If they were fragnJCnts hurled out of the crater, many 
to great distances, at the time of the impact because of the splitting 
up of the projectile, it seems certain that not only would their shape 
be angular and otherwise indicative of the fact, but it is also reason
ably ccrt<lin that many of such fragments would have been white 
hot ''"hen they left the crater. It has been snggested that they may 
have been drops of liquid molten iron. This is clearly impossible 
for a number of reasons. For example, such drops couirl not have 
hehl together for considerable distances. , In this connection it should 
b~ remembered that the remains of some of the shale balls have been 
found approximately live and one-half miles distant from the crater, 
much further than any of the ejected rock fragments. i\lso that 
some of the very small sh<1le 1Jal!s. now converted into hard, dense iron 
sh;tle, have been found several miles from the crater. Therefore, 
as has hccn pointed out, it is practically certain that tliC'~c were not 
ejected from the crater. The distance, in all probability, is too great. 
The fact that the large spurts or jets of white sandstone fragments 
arc confined, pr;1ctic:dly speaking, to the north<'ast one-thin] of the 
crater rim. ;\lld the further fact that most of the shale balls which 
wc hc1vc so far found cmhcdrlcrl in the silica aiHI rock fragments, 
have l1cen found, so to speak, between these spurts, strongly suggest, 
<lS I am willing to admit, that some of the shale balls were thrown out 
of the crater at the time when the jets or spurts of white sandstone 
were squeezer! out of it. (See Appendix.) It should also be re
membered that it is certain that the shale balls do not owe their 
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present globular shape to wc;~thering in situ in the si lica or in the 
soil on the outside plain. Any one who has dug them out of the 
almost snow white silica ami observed the very small amount of 
concentric staining by which they are surrounded, does not need to 
be further convinced of this fact. The oxidation of the iron having 
proceeded equally fast from the outside inwardly, the present shape 
of the iron center is also conclusive proof that the original shape 
of the comj,\cte meteorite was not very dissimilar. From all of 
these facts and arguments it is highly probable, if not proved. that 
most of the so-called shale ball meteorites so far found fell ont of 
the sky independently of the main mass or cluster, and as separate 
individuals struck the earth at or within a few fee t o f the places 
where we now find them or their remains, and therefore had nothing 
whatever to do with the formation of the crater. 

6. That a large majority of the ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites 
are, in a ll probability, merely residuals from the decomposition of 
the shale balls. (N. B.-It will be noted that I say the large 
majority, for I cannot yet bring myself to believe that all of the 
Canyon Diablo siderites were once parts of shale lmlls.) 

7· Even supposing that the amount of nickel iron or nickel iron 
oxide which has been found concentrically distributed on the plain 
round about the crater (not to exceed ro tons, which is an outside esti
mate) represents only about one-half of one per cent. of the amount 
or iron which was so distribu ted immediately after the impact, ami 
supposing that it was all part o f the projectile which made the crater, 
we would have something like two thousaml tons as the tvtal weight 
of the projectil~. This is on the supposition, in my opinion clearly 
erroneous, that all of the projectile was hurled out a fte r the impact 
except that now represented by the finely divided nickel and iron 
oxide which we have found in the depths of the crater. Even when 
this is added there would be represented a mass which is a!Jsurdly 
small when the great size of the crater (three-quarters of a mile in 
diameter) and th~ enormous amount of energy which has been ex~ 
pe1Hll:d is remembered. In short, even if we double or tre!Jlc the 
weight of all the meteoric iron which we can reasonably assume to 
have existed a n1oment afkr the impact, either outside ur inside of the 
crater, from all the masses and particles of iron or of irun oxide 
whicli we hm•e fouud, it is not conceivable, in view of the facts pre
sented, that a meteorite or cluster of meteorites of such relatively 
siuall weight coni<\ have done the work. 

l.:y e:;clusion this brings us to the COIIsideratiuu of ll, that is to 
say, has the meteoric material of which the projectile was formed 
oxidized in the bottom of the crater since the fall , and to all intents 
and purposes disappeared, having been carried off !Jy percolating 
waters, or has it practically disappearetl through any other agency? 
This also must be answered in the negative, s ince 

I. All of the oxidized meteoric material which we have so far found 
in the depths of the crater !Jy means of the drill- in the aggregate 
rcpresenti11g at the most, in my opinion, only a few hundred tons of 
nickel iron- is in an exceedingly fine state of subdi vision, and is 
known to have been plastered on, as if it hac! been thrown again3t, 
Variety B, and is often fon11d in connection with Variety A of the 
mc:tamorphoscd sandstone, as well as in the silica. l\{any of these 
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particles of meteoric iron ox ide are so small as to be seen with 
clifficulty by the unassisted eye. Some of the larger of these parti
cles are shown to contain what appear to be metallic cores, or it 
may be schreilxrsite, when rubllccl in an agate mortar. (The oxide 
or iron shale forming part of shale balls found on the outside of the 
crater frequently show thin bright streaks or small masses of what 
I have been informed is schrcibcrsitc.) This docs not indicate 
complete oxidation even of such minute particles. In this con
nection it is not improper to point out that if the mass struck hard 
enough to split up into these minute particles, it would have 
split up in this way, in all probalJility, at the instant it struck, and 
long before it penetrated some I roo to 1200 feet of solid rock. It 
is certain that the lJits of metal represented by these particles, which 
arc now either in the form of nickel iron oxide or nickel iron silicate, 
and which vary from mustard seed to pin heads in size, though 
occasionally somewhat larger, could not in themselves do much in the 
way of penetrating rock. (It is of courge recognized that their brit
tleness and th e grinding action of the drill when it detached them 
from the metamorphosed sandstone, to which in some cases they 
were doubtless adhering. have contributed to their apparent smallness 
in size. ) It is perfectly safe to assume that the small mass of nickel 
iron, which would be represented by the aggregate weight of all of 
these minute particles of nickel iron oxide, could not have made 
such a crater, even if it had been moving at the highest speed meteor
ites are known to have in space and irrespective of the retardation, 
whatever it may have been, of the earth's atmosphere. The smaller 
the mass the greater the retardation. And in this connection it must 
not be forgotten that if the mass struck at such very high speed it 
could not, in my opinion, have penetrated to the proved depth of 
over I roo feet, becanse the energy would have been largely expended 
in the deformation of the projectile. If it had been traveling at such 
speed we woultl have had, besides a very shallow crater, abundant evi
dences of fusion of the rocks and volatilization of the projectile. 
Conversely, the fact that the projectile was not volati_~cd and the 
fact that we know that it penetrated over I roo feet through solid 
rock, furnish, as it seems to me, quite strong proof that the mass, 
when it struck and began to penetrate the horizontal strata, was not 
moving at a very high speed, considering the speed at which bodies 
in space are known to travel; also that the weight of the mass was 
very great.* 

2d. 'vVe do not find enough evidence of heat or of staining to 
justify us in the belief that all of the great metallic projectile, what
ever its form, went at any time into this state of subdivision. 

3d. The evidence also is all against its having gone into a state 
of vapor at the moment of impact. In this connection it is only 
necessary to ag;lin point out that the absence of staining on a grand 
scale , in the depths of the crater and outside, is practically conclusive 
proof that the projectile did not either go into the form of vapor or 
of met;dlic mist upon impact, for a small amount of such metallic 
vapor or mist, so to speak, would have caused an immense amount 

*In this connection, however, and in connection with the third 
argu111cllf below, sec the rccCJlt intcrcsti11g 1'cmark of Professor 
H. N. Russell, which is giz •cn in the Appendix at the end of this paper. 
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of staining of the rock fragments and silica. If this negative proof 
is not sufficient the absence of evidences of fusion of the rocks on a 
grand scale coupled with it, would seem to be conclusive that the 
projectile was not vaporized and did not go into the form of metallic 
mist. It is argued with force, on the other hand, that something very 
solid and incompressible penetrated deeply into the white or gray 
sandstone, hundreds of feet llclow the original level of the plain 
where it struck. It is necessary only to remember in this cotmcction 
the peculiar slaty cleavage so frequently shown by Variety A of the 
metamorphosed sandstone. How can this be explained otherwise? 

4tl~ The body of unstained and almost snow white silica immedi
ately uncle! neath the horizon where we find most of the finely divideLl 
hut undoubted meteoric material , precludes the possibility of any large 
mass of iron having oxidized in this hori zon, at least where we have 
explored it. The amouut of iron and nickel oxide which has been 
found in the central area of the crater prospected by the drill has been, 
after all. as pointed out, only in the aggregate probably less than a 
thousand tons; certainly not enough, especially when re,luced back 
to a metallic condition, to account for more than an exceedingly small 
fraction of such a mass as was required to make the crater. even 
assuming high speed. This much might easily have been thrown 
off as sparks (some of it, as has been proved, being vaporized) from 
a very large projectile or a brge, compact cluster of shale balls and 
other meteorites w bile penetrating some twelve hundred feet of rock. 

By fmther exclusion we are now brought to the consideration of 
C, that is, is the mass which made the crater still in it at some 
undiscovered place and in some form? In my opinion, this question 
mw't be answered affirmatively. 

The only argument wbich now seems to be worthy of serious 
consideration against this conclusion is that the magnetic clip needle 
has not shown, in two carefully macte surveys within the crater and 
immediately outside of it, any variation from the usual dip in this 
region; that is to say, anywhere within a ten or twenty-mile radius 
of tile crater. As against this theory we know that a box half full of 
shale balls and ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites weighing in all 
neariy 200 pounds, was brought directly under the dip needle in an 
excellent instrument, in fact, between the legs of the tripod on which 
the instrument was mounted and within three feet of the instrument 
itself, and yet no movement of the needle was noticed. It would 
seem just ifiable, therefore, to condnde that a vast tllunher of similar 
masses of meteoric iron may be hidden in the depths of the crater, five 
to seven hundred feet below the surface, without the needle in the 
instrument showing any variation of dip because of their presence. 

\ •Ve are thus compelled to conclude that the mass which maLIC the 
crater, and which, as has been suggested above, may have been the 
metallic head of a small comet, lies in the bottom of it somewhere; 
for if it was a compact cluster of iron meteorites which made the 
crater- there is certainly a great deal of evidence in favor of this 
theory and none against it- it would seem from the evidence most 
unlikely that any considerable portion was expelled after the cluster 
had penetrated some I IOO to 1200 feet of limestone and sandstone 
strJta. vVhen the metallic mass is found, it would seem probable 
that it will be found to have partially oxidized, much after 
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the manner of the buried shale balis, in which event it woulJ 
still possess great rommercial value. As yet we do not know 
where it is in the large area covered by the crater, but I personally 
think it probaulc that, in the form of a vast number of shale halls 
and perhaps Canyon Diablo siderites lying more or less closely to
gether, most of it \vill be found far over in the southern or south
eastern portion of the crater, \\'here no prospecting by the drill has 
been done, atlll that some of it. if not the larger part of it, will be 
found underneath the perpendicular cliffs which form the southern 
wall. 

APPENDIX. 

Since the ahove paper was read I'rofcssor II. N. Russeil has macle 
a suggcsbon to the author which interests him greatly, and on the 
thcory, which now seems so plausible, that the mass which made the 
crater was composed of many thousands of shale balls and ordinary 
Canyon Diaulo iron meteorites, explains quite satisfactorily many of 

the facts which he has endeavored to describe. Briefly it is this. 
The meteoric mass, in passing tl1rough the atmosphere, wou ld neces
sarily push before it a g re;t mass of compressed and highly heated 
a1r. There would be no time for this air to escape sidewise to any 
great extent. A mass of the great size (perhaps several humlreJ 
fret in diameter) necessary to account for all the phenomena ob
served, moving at 15 to 30 miles per second-which is the sort of 
velocity to he expected- would cut out a "wad" of air going through 
the atmosphere like a charge of shot going through a board in front 
of the muzzle of a shotgun. The total mass of this entrained a ir 
might he as great as that of the origin:d meteorites. In this way 
the blow at the earth's surface would be to a certr.in degree cushioned, 
which would help to account for the absence of notable evidences of 
volalilizah)tt of th e iron. 'l'he mass of hot air would he rairly driven 
into the sandstone and limestone strata by the first impact, ancl would 
then escape upward around the advancing projectile and he very 
efficient in removing the pulverized and shattered rock, and so in 
digging the crater. 

This cushion of <Jir, as it seems to me, would not only E'xplain why 

the slwle hall and ordinary Canyon Diablo iron meteo rites were not 
deformed or broken by the impact, but, on the theory that the cluqer 
held together, shedding. perhaps, a tmmber of meteorites as it passed 
through the atmosphere, might expbin the distribution of part of the 
small proportion o± the mass, or the remnants thereof, wh ich has hcen 
found out,icle oi the crater and inmtedi ·· '<'ly surround ing it. That 
is to say, when the cushion of compressed air struck, the rock imme
<liatcly in front of it was ground to impalpable powder. The en
traine<l air then began to escape >A·ith great force around the sides 
of the mass ;ltld carrier! backward \Yith it not only all the fir,~ t made 
pulveri zed rock. out. dming the bter stages of tlte procccs. stripped 
ofT some of the me-teo rites from the outer portions of the cluster, and 
distrihutl'd them through the ejected material. I still think it proh
ahk, howc1·er, that many, if not most, of the meteorites fcu nd in th e 
uppermost layers of the debris, and all of those found on the open 
plain, fell directly from the sky, as stragglers following the main mass. 



The less violent escape later of some remaining portion of this 
compressed air imprisoned in front of the projectile, as it advanced 
through the white or gray sandstone, hundreds of feet below the 
surface of the plain, may also account for the remarkable spurts or 
jets of white or gray sandstone fragments on the northeast one
third of the rim, and for the relatively large number of shale balls 
found embedded in the upper portion of the silica on its outer 
slopes between these spurts of sandstone. The highly heated mass 
of compressed air may also be largely responsible for the formation 
and distribution of Variety A and Variety B of the metamorphosed 
sandstone and of the bluish opalescent quartz. 

If this additional theory is correct-it will be noticed that it is not 
opposed to any of the principal theories advanced in the above paper 
to account for the creation of the crater and the attendant phenomena, 
-then it, practically speaking, proves several things. First, that the 
crater was made by a great cluster of iron meteorites, weighing in 
all likelihood not less than a million tons, for the cluster must have 
had very considerable superficial area or opposing surface. Second, 
that if the shale ball and other iron meteorites stripped off the cluster 
while it was penetrating the strata and carried backward out of the 
crater, especially those which were thrown out last, were saved from 
being volatilized by the cushion of compressed air, practically all the 
rest of the cluster which remained in the crater was likewise saved 
from such a fate. Third, that we have a very fair sample of the com
position and general characteristics of the individuals composing the 
cluster in those torn off from its outer portions. Fourth, that prob
ably upwards of ninety per cent. of the mass lies in the bottom of 
the crater or beneath the cliffs which form its walls. The mass of 
compressed air having escaped from in front of the projectile, it is 
conceivable that there would have been an opportunity for the indi
vidual meteorites, composing that portion of the cluster which re
mained in the crater, to separate to a limited extent in the space dug 
by the compressed air ahead of the cluster while the flying rock frag
ments were still in the air and before some of them settled back into 
the crater and filled its lower portion. 

N ote.-There are three collections of specimens which include 
everything f-rom :Meteor Crater to which reference has been made i11 
this paper; one at the Guyot Laboratory of Princeton University, 
Princeton, N. f .; one at the U.S. National Museum, Was!tingto11, D. 
C., mzd one at the Crater itself in Coconino Couuty, Ari:::oua. If it is 
possible, these specimens should be studied by those who are inter
ested in the subject. Such a study cannot fail to be of assistance 
i11 e1wbliug them to understand the arguments set forth in this paper. 
But it is of far more importa11ce that they should visit the Crater 
itself, for not until one does so can he appreciate fttlly all that this 
and other papers on the wbject have attempted to describe. 

A number of the photographs which illustrate this paper hll"l/e been 
takm by Prof. Gilbert Van /ngen, of the Geological Department of 
Princeton University. 
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WHALE ROCK - IN WESTERN FIELD OF BIG BOULDERS. 

ONE OF THE FURTHEST - THROWN LARGE FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE. 

MONUM ENT ROCK -- N EAR RIM IN EASTERN FIELD OF BIG BOULDERS 



ONE OF THE VERY LARGE HALF-BURIED FRAGMENTS OF LIMESTONE ON WESTERN SLOPE. 

CHARACTERISTIC VIEW OF CRATER RIM SHOWING PLAIN IN THE DISTANCE. 

BARR IN GER PO INT - HIGH EST PO INT ON CRATER RIM. 
- -· 1·- \ I I I 



CHARACTERISTIC VIEW OF RIM- SHOWING TIL TED STRATA. 

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE RIM WITH PLAIN IN THE DISTANCE. 

ANOT H ER VI EW OF T H E RIM SHOWIN G OUTCROP OF SLIGHTLY T ILTED UPPER RED SAN DSTONE 
AND OF TH E LI MESTONE UNDERN EATH . 



ONE OF THE FURTHEST THROWN LARGE FRAGMENTS OF LIM ESTONE - SOUTHWEST SLOPE. 

VIEW ON SOUTHERN RIM - CEDAR FOREST ON PLAIN AND SUNSET MOUNTAIN IN DISTAN CE. 

SOME OF THE LAR 3 E FRAGMENTS OF LIM EST O N E IN T H E WESTERN FIELD OF B IG BOULDERS. 
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SILICA NATURALLY EXPOSED IN ARROYA ON SOUTHWEST SLOPE. 

CUT No. 10, ON NORTHERN SLOPE, WHER E MANY SHALE BALLS WERE FOUND. 

MAIN SHAFT IN CENTER OF CRAT ER -- NOT E SILICA FROM SHAFT 
r>l ~Tr V I 



CORES FROM UNALTERED AND UNAFFECTED RED BEDS SANDSTONE STRATUM. 

PIECE OF VARIETY "A" OF THE METAMORPHOSED WHITE OR GRAY SANDSTONE SHOWING O RIGINAL 
BEDDING PLANES. 

PIECES OF VARIETY " A" SO PLACED AS TO SHOW TH E SLATY STRUCTURE NOT ONLY AT RIGHT ANGLES 
TO T H E BEDDIN G PLAN ES BUT ALSO AT OTH ER AN GLES WH EN COMPAR ED WITH T H EM. THE 

BOTTOM OF EACH SPECIM EN REPR ESENTS AN OR IGINAL BEDDIN G PLAN E. ( GR E ATL Y R E DU CE D. ) 

Dl fiTr Y ll 



PiECE OF VARIETY "B" OF THE METAMORPHOSED WHITE OR GRAY SANDSTONE SHOWING 
ORIGINAL BEDDING PLANES. (NATURAL SIZE.) 

ANOTHER PIECE OF VARIETY "B," SHOWING DISTORTION OF ORIGINAL BEDDING PLANES. 
(GREATLY REDUCED.) 

¥ , 
~~ ... , ...... ' 

I : ..... . ~ 
1--

ANOTHER PIECE OF VARIETY "B," ENLARGED TWO DIAMETERS TO BETTER SHOW THE STRUCTURE 
AND THE ALAMENTS OF AMORPHOUS QUARTZ. 

PLATE XIII 



UPPER FOUR SPECIMENS ARE TYPICAL PIECES OF VARIETY "B." 

Specimen on left abundantly stained and specked by nickel- iron oxide. The stain is supposed to represent the effect of 
flame and the dark -colored specks the effec t of sparks or minute bits of burning metal. The lowest specimen is a fine example 
of the bluish. opalescent quartz surrounding variety "'B." and representing complete fusion of the silica. 

TYPICAL METEORIC MATERIAL FROM DEPTHS OF CRATER BROUGHT UP BY THE DRILL. 
The black specks represt::nt nickel~iron oxide and nicke l-iron silicate; the white specks small fragments of variety ''A" 

and variety "B." The trained eye with the aid of a glass will detect a few pieces of the bluish, opalescent quartz. 
Meteoric material more or less concentrated. Natural size. 

SAME AS ABOVE. 

It must be understood that meteoric material has rarely been found in the depths of the crater as abundantly 
mixed with the surrounding material as shown in lhese photographs. Natural size. 

PLATE XIV 

····-·-···--·-··--·..........;.;;.;;;.;;.._ 



SHALE BALL METEORITES WITH NICKEL-IRON CENTERS AS THEY APPEAR WHEN DUG OUT OF THE SILICA. 

One iron center (on the right) is disclosed, the others are stiiJ covered by a heavy coating of nickel- iron oxide, 
or so-caiJed iron shale. Great ly reduced. 

TYPICAL SHALE BALLS WITH NICKEL-IRON CENTERS. 

Note the Widmanstatten figures shown on the two specimens which have been sawed in two. Greatly reduced. 

MORE OR LESS IRREGU LAR MASSES OF NICKEL- IRON SHALE FOUND ON THE PLAIN AND REPRESENTING 
THE D ECOMPOSITION OF SHALE BALL METEORITES. 

Note what appear to be the rema ins of Widma ns tatten fi gures in specimen on the ri ght, which has been sawed in two. 
AIJ photographs on this page have been greatly reduced. 

PLATE XV 



TYPICAL EXAMPLES OF SMALL SHALE BALL METEORITES WHICH HAVE ESCAPED DISINTEGRATION, BUT 
WHICH A RE NOW ENTIRELY CONVERTED INTO HARD, DENSE NICKEL- IRON SHALE. 

T he m idd le specimen in upper row represe nts th e poin ted e nd o f a considerab ly la rger meteo rite th an the res t. 
Such pointed speci mens a re no t infrequen tly found. Conside rab ly reduced. 

TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A VERY SMALL OVAL SHALE BALL METEORITE NOW ENTIRELY CONVERTED 
INTO NICKEL- IRON SHALE. (NATURAL SIZE .) 

TYPICAL PIECES OF HARD, DENSE NICKEL- IRON SHALE FOUND ON ALL SIDES OF THE CRATER IN 
GREAT NUMBERS. 

Note the curva ture indicating that they represent p::Jrtions of shale ball meteo rites which have disintegrated. Larg<.;st 
spec imen in lef t- hand lowe r corne r abou t 2 1,~ inches thick . A few specimens have been found much thicke r than this and 
some have been found as th in as a thin k nife-blade. 
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TYPICAL PIECES OF ORDINARY SMALL CANYON DIABLO SIDERITES, SEVERAL POUNDS IN WEIGHT. 

The specimen on the left shows a tendency to oxidize and originally was doubtless composed largely of shale ba ll iron. 
Note the piece of typical nickel- iron shale firmly adhering to the lower right-ha nd corner. From this and a few other 
specimens which have been found with a great deal of similar iron shale adhering to them it is inferred th at many of the 
smaller ordinary Canyon Diablo siderites are residuals from the decomposition of larger masses of s hale ball iron. 

TYPICAL LARGE CANYON DIABLO SIDERITES. FIGURES REPRESENT W EIGHT IN POUNDS. 

PLATE XVIII 




